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10 Abstract A novel surface muon capture system with a

11 large acceptance was proposed based on the China spal-

12 lation neutron source (CSNS). This system was designed

13 using a superconducting solenoid where a long graphite

14 target was put inside it. Firstly, the spin polarization evo-

15 lution was studied in a constant uniform magnetic field. As

16 the magnetic field can interact with the spin of the surface

17 muon, both the spin polarization and production rate of the

18 surface muons collected by the new capture system were

19 calculated by the G4beamline. Simulation results showed

20 that the surface muons could still keep a high spin polar-

21 ization ([90%) with different magnetic fields (0–10 T), and

22 the larger magnetic field is, the more surface muons can be

23 captured. Finally, the proton phase space, Courant–Snyder

24 parameters, and intensities of surface muons of different

25 beam fractions were given with magnetic fields of 0 and 5

26 T. The solenoid capture system can focus proton and

27surface muon beams and collect p� and l� particles. It can

28also provide an intense energetic positron source. 29

30Keywords Surface muon � Muon spin rotation � Spin

31polarization � Superconducting solenoid � G4beamline

321 Introduction

33The muon acts as a local probe, which is an independent

34determination of the magnetic moment and magnetic vol-

35ume fraction. This young nuclear solid-state technique is

36called lSR technique. lSR means muon spin rotation/re-

37laxation/resonance [1] and intends to emphasize the anal-

38ogy with Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). The

39external magnetic fields are not necessary for lSR mea-

40surements. It is a big advantage, compared to NMR, that

41lSR measurement is allowed to investigate magnetic sys-

42tems without perturbation. It also has a number of merits in

43contrast with other nuclear solid-state methods (Nuclear

44Quadruple Resonance, Mossbauer spectroscopy, and so

45on): a purely magnetic probe, interstitial probe, being

46particularly suitable for very weak effects, full polarization

47in zero field, high sensitivity, and large fluctuation time

48window (10�11–10�5s) [2]. The principle of lSR technique

49is described as follows: when the spin-polarized muons

50stop in the sample, the muon’s spin can interact with the

51local magnetic field where muons stop; then muons decay

52to positrons with a mean lifetime of 2.2 ls, and these

53positrons are emitted preferentially along the spin direction

54of muons due to the parity violating decay. By measuring

55the spatial and temporal characteristics of the anisotropic

56distribution of these decay positions, the magnetic infor-

57mation of the sample is determined. Muon sources
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58 frequently used by lSR experiments in the world are

59 achieved based on proton accelerators by the decay of

60 pions. According to the positions of the pion decays, the

61 muons can be classified into three kinds: surface lþ, cloud

62 l�, and decay l�. Surface muons are produced by the

63 positive pions, which stop near the target surface. There are

64 no negative surface muons because the negative pions are

65 captured by the target nucleus promptly when p� appears

66 inside the target before escaping. Surface muons are

67 monochromatic (4.12 MeV, 29.8 MeV/c), highly spin-po-

68 larized (� 100%), and give a large impetus to lSR tech-

69 nique [3]. Cloud muons and decay muons are obtained by

70 the decay of pions in the free space close to the production

71 target and in flight in the transport channel, respectively.

72 These two latter types of muons have a lower spin polar-

73 ization than surface muons because of the production of

74 backward muons in the pion center-of-mass frames.

75 Superconducting solenoids are used in the large-scale

76 muon facilities to provide strong magnetic fields. The

77 Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment (MICE) in FermiLab

78 [4], COherent Muon to Electron Transition (COMET) [5]

79 in J-PARC, and MEG experiment in PSI [6] have com-

80 pleted the solenoid tests for l ! eþ c rare decay experi-

81 ment. These researches need very high-intensity muons,

82 but they are not interested in high spin polarization level.

83 KEK [7] developed a four-superconducting-solenoid muon

84 channel with a solid angle acceptance of 1 sr. lE4 beam

85 line at PSI [8] constructed two normal-conducting sole-

86 noids with a solid angle acceptance of X� 135 mrad. The

87 acceptances of these muon channels are small because they

88 just collect muons from one lateral side of the production

89 target (Fig. 1a). MuSIC at RCNP of Osaka University

90 proposed a large acceptance collection system using a

91 superconducting solenoid capture system which achieved

92 an intense continuous muon beam source [9, 10]. This

93 high-intensity muon beam will be used in various fields:

94 particle physics, nuclear physics, material science, and so

95 on, while lSR technique in material science needs highly

96 spin-polarized muons. MuSIC tested the flux of muons

97[11], but did not give the muon spin polarization, which is

98very important for lSR measurements. The novel solenoid

99capture system was also proposed at CSNS (China Spal-

100lation Neuron Source). According to the layout of the High

101Energy Proton Experiment Area [12], the capture system is

102at the downstream of the transport system, as shown in

103Fig. 1b. A long graphite target was put inside the super-

104conducting solenoid in this capture system. It is different

105from the normal one where the target is outside the col-

106lecting system. This capture method was calculated to

107achieve the intense surface muon beam of two orders more

108than the normal one [13], but the muon spin polarization

109level is uncertain, a quantity which is of importance for

110lSR scientists. In our study, the spin polarization and

111production rate studies of surface muons of this novel

112capture system were given based on CSNS.

113CSNS provides a good platform for many disciplines,

114and the effective neutron flux is expected to be 2 � 1016

115cm�2s�1 [14]. The accelerators of CSNS [15, 16] can also

116provide an energetic proton beam of 1.6 GeV for the first

117muon source construction in China. The spin polarization

118and production rate of surface muons in this capture system

119were analyzed by the G4beamline [17] (version 2.16). The

120G4beamline is a particle tracking simulation program

121based on Geant4 [18, 19], and it is easy and flexible to

122simulate complex beamlines [20, 21].

1232 Muon spin precession in a constant uniform

124magnetic field

125Polarized muons are implanted into materials in lSR

126measurements, where their polarizations evolve in the local

127magnetic field until they decay [22]. The basic principle of

128lSR technique is to measure the muon spin relaxation and

129rotation in the local field of a sample. In this section, the

130dynamical evolution of a muon’s spin in a constant uniform

131magnetic field was calculated, and the muon decay was

132ignored. Figure 2 shows the muon spin precession model in

Fig. 1 The normal muon

capture system (a) and the novel

solenoid capture system

proposed at CSNS (b)

AQ1
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133 a constant magnetic field, the initial polarization (Pð0Þ~ ) is

134 along the z-axis, and the angle between B~ and z-axis is b.

135 The polarization evolution at time, t, can be derived in this

136 model, where the Hamiltonian is expressed as H ¼ ll~ �

137 B~¼ e
mlc

S~ � B~ (S~ is the muon spin). The derived x, y, and

138 z spin polarization components are as follows:

Px ¼
1

2
sinð2hÞ cosuð1� cosðxtÞÞ þ sin h cosu sinðxtÞ;

Py ¼
1

2
sinð2hÞ sinuð1� cosðxtÞÞ � sin h sinu cosðxtÞ;

Pz ¼ cos2 hþ sin2 h cosðxtÞ;

ð1Þ

140140 where w ¼ eB
mlc

.

141 Now, we assume that the external magnetic field is 1 T

142 along the y-axis ((0, 1, 0) T) and the initial spin is along the

143 minus z-axis, then Eq. 1 can be simplified as the following:

Px ¼ sinðclBtÞ;Py ¼ 0;Pz ¼ �cosðclBtÞ; ð2Þ

145145 where cl ¼ 135:534 MHz/T. The x and z components of

146 spin polarization are sine/cosine functions with a period of

147 7.38 ns ðT ¼ 2p=x ¼ 2p=ðclBÞÞ, and the y component

148 keeps constant at 0. The above simple situation was sim-

149 ulated by the G4beamline (2.16), which is a useful simu-

150 lation tool in the muon beam simulations [23, 24].

151 G4beamline 2.16 can work well with the muon spin using

152 the spinTracking command [21]. The physics list used in

153 the simulations in this paper is QGSP BERT package,

154 which uses Geant4 Bertini cascade for primary protons,

155 neutrons, pions, and Kaons below 10 GeV [25]. Compared

156 to QGSP which uses the low energy parameterized (LEP)

157model for all particles, QGSP BERT has improved

158agreement to experimental data [21]. Figure 3 gives the

159simulated spin polarization evolution in 100 ns of a muon

160with momentum of 29.8 MeV/c and an initial spin of (0, 0,

161-1). In x and z axes, the spin polarization motions are sine

162and cosine functions, respectively, the spin polarization in

163y-axis is zero. These results are the same with Eq. (2). The

164simulated period of the polarization motion periods in the

165x and z-axis is 7.65 ± 0.03 and 7.66 ± 0.02 ns, respec-

166tively, which almost agree with the values derived from

167Eq. (2).

1683 The novel solenoid capture system based

169on CSNS

170The muon beam source will be constructed at the High

171Energy Proton Experimental Area (HEPEA) of CSNS. In

172this area, 4% of the proton beam extracted from the Rapid

173Cycling Synchrotron (RCS) is used to bombard the target

174nucleus to produce pions [26]. Typical proton–nucleon

175reactions to produce pions have single and double pion

176production processes, which are described in Refs. [27, 28].

177The double pion process has a larger possibility of

178obtaining pions. The threshold energy for the single pion

179process is 280 MeV, and the production cross section

180reaches a peak at the proton energy of 800 MeV. For the

181double pion process, the threshold is about 650 MeV; this

182double pion reaction reaches to the top when the proton

183energy is 1.5 GeV and it keeps the same with the increase

184of the proton energy. The power of the CSNS protons used

185for our muon source is 4 kW with energy of 1.6 GeV,

186which is advantageous to obtain more muons. The repeat

187frequency rate of the pulsed proton beam is 25 Hz. One Hz

188of the proton beam with the intensity of 1.56 � 1013 pro-

189tons will be used to drive the muon source. The space and

Fig. 2 Muon Spin precession in a constant field (B~). The initial

polarization is along the z-axis

Fig. 3 x,y,z components of the spin polarization (polX, polY, polZ) in

a uniform magnetic field of 1 T in y-axis
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190 angular dispersion distributions of the proton beam in the

191 simulations are both double Gaussian distributions with

192 rx ¼ ry ¼ 5:732 mm and rXp ¼ rYp ¼ 14:13 mrad,

193 respectively. The QGSP_BERT package of the G4beam-

194 line is chosen as the physics lists, same as Sect. 2. The

195 inner radius of the capture solenoid is 450 mm, and the

196 length is 1000 mm. The graphite target is cylindrical with

197 the radius of 20 mm. The centroid of the target coincides

198 with that of the capture solenoid. While their axes can have

199 an angle (h) (Fig. 1b), according to the layout of HEPEA,

200 because the proton beam has a 44.8� bending with respect

201 to the following muon channel [12].

202 3.1 Polarization and production of surface muons

203 in different solenoid magnetic fields

204 A pion can decay into a muon and a neutrino. The spin

205 of the rest pion at the target surface is zero, so the surface

206 muon spin direction is opposite to its momentum because

207
of the left-handed helicity of the neutrino (H ¼ S~�p~

jS~�p~j
¼ �1).

208 In the normal muon and pion capture system, the spin

209 polarization of surface muons can reach nearly 100%

210 because these muons are collected at one direction of the

211 production target. In our novel superconducting solenoid

212 capture system based on CSNS, more muons can be col-

213 lected in the solenoid due to the magnetic fields. The

214 magnetic field perpendicular to the muon momentum can

215 influence the spin direction as described in Sect. 2. The

216 axial (z-axis) and radial (r) magnetic fields of 1 T in the

217 simulations applied in the capture solenoid are shown in

218 Fig. 4. In order to study the magnetic field effect to surface

219 muons, the central solenoid magnetic field is varied from 0

220 to 10 T. The spin polarization and production of the surface

221 muon (27–29.8 MeV/c, angular dispersion\500 mrad) are

222 calculated with different target lengths and angles (h). H is

223 the angle between the target (proton beam) and the sole-

224 noid. The following Eq. (3) gives the method that we used

225to calculate the spin polarization, where pi is the spin value

226projected on the minus z-axis, and Ni means the number of

227muons with pi.

Pol ¼

P
pi � NiP
Ni

� 100%: ð3Þ

229229At first, we just recorded muons with the momentum of

23027–29.8 MeV/c, but the spin polarization was about 60%,

231because these surface muons contained the cloud muons

232which should be removed. There are two practical methods

233to distinguish surface muons from other muons in the

234G4beamline: (1) use the ‘‘newparticlentuple’’ command to

235record the newly produced muons with momentum of

23627–29.8 MeV/c outside of the target, then wipe the muons,

237which have the same event ID, with the newly produced

238muons from these collected at the exit of solenoid; (2) use

239the ‘‘beamlossntuple’’ command to record the information

240of surface muons, then sweep out the surface muons col-

241lected at the exit of the solenoid with the same event ID as

242muons obtained from rest pions. The event in Geant4

243shows the process of a particle from its production to the

244decay of all its secondary particles. The top two figures of

245Fig. 5 give the spin polarization (Fig. 5a) and production

246rate (Fig. 5b) of surface muons collected by the solenoid

247with different magnetic fields and angles. The spin polar-

248ization keeps almost the same and varies within 5% with

249different magnetic fields increasing from 0 to 10 T and

250angles from 0� to 40�. The surface muon production rate is

251higher when the magnetic field is larger than 4 T and h is

252larger than 20�. The bottom two figures of Fig. 5 show the

253spin polarization (Fig. 5c) and production rate (Fig. 5d) of

254surface muons with different target lengths and angles. The

255spin polarization has a slight drop with the increase of the

256target length, but the drop is less than 5%, which will not

257affect lSR measurements. To achieve high-intensity sur-

258face muons, the target length should be larger than 350

259mm, the capture solenoid magnetic field should be larger

260than 4 T, and the best h is larger than 20�.

Fig. 4 The axial magnetic field

distributions (a) and radial

magnetic field distributions

(b) in the capture solenoid of 1

T
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261 3.2 Impacts of the 5 T solenoid magnetic field

262 to the proton beam and secondary particles

263 After the solenoid parameter analyses in Sect. 3.1, the

264 solenoid magnetic field was fixed at 5 T, the angle

265 between the solenoid and the target was 20�, and the

266 target length was 400 mm for the surface muon capture

267 system. The impacts of the solenoid capture system of 5 T

268 on the proton beam and secondary particles were also

269 studied. The track of the proton beam is very important

270 for the shield of the superconducting solenoid and the

271 placement of the beam dump. In our novel capture system

272 design, the proton beam goes directly to the beam dump

273 after bombarding the muon production target (see

274 Fig. 1b), while in the normal muon capture system of PSI

275 [29] and J-PARC [30] the proton will be reused for the

276 production of neutrons (see Fig. 1a) and that is why they

277 often use thin targets. Figure 6 gives the phase space

278 distributions (x� x0 and y� y0) of protons at the exit of

279 the solenoid with 0 and 5 T, where x and y mean hori-

280 zontal and vertical positions and x0 and y0 represent the

281 corresponding angular dispersions. From these figures, we

282 can see that the proton beam goes straight through the

283 solenoid (mean x =178.6 mm (� tan 20�� 1000/2 mm)

284 and mean y = 0 in Fig. 6a, b) with B ¼ 0. The proton is

285 deflected from the center in the vertical position (mean

286 y =57.7 mm, about 6.7�) by the solenoid magnetic field of

287 B ¼ 5 T (Fig. 6c, d), while x keeps the same. The 4-D

288 volume of the proton space distributions (�x � �y) of B ¼ 0

289and B ¼ 5 T are 1.38 �106 and 4.64 � 105p2� mm2� mrad2

290with 90% beam percentage, respectively. The solenoid

291magnetic field can make the proton beam emittance to be

292smaller, which is good for the capture solenoid shield and

293the beam dump. The magnetic field can also bend the

294proton beam from the x-axis center.

295Emittances (�), Courant–Snyder (CS) parameters and

296intensities of surface muons with different beam fractions

297collected by the solenoid with B ¼ 0 and B ¼ 5 T are

298calculated as shown in Table 1. Emittances and Courant–

299Snyder parameters (a, b, c) can be well used to describe the

300coupled x–y transverse beam dynamics [31]. Comparing

301these parameters with and without magnetic fields, we

302found that the magnetic field could change the phase space

303distributions. The emittances of surface muons (�x, �y)

304collected by the solenoid field were smaller, and the esti-

305mated intensities of surface muons with different beam

306fractions (last two columns in Table 1) captured by the 5 T

307magnetic field were larger than that without the magnetic

308field.

309The momentum distributions of the secondary particles

310produced by protons bombarding the graphite target with

311B ¼ 0 and B ¼ 5 T are shown in Fig. 7: positrons, positive

312pions, negative pions, positive muons, and negative muons.

313The intensity of positrons collected by the solenoid mag-

314netic field was higher than that without the magnetic field,

315and these positions are energetic (�MeV) compared with

316the normal positron source produced by Na-22 and can be

317used as a new positron source for positrons annihilation

Fig. 5 Spin polarization and

production rate with different

magnetic fields and angles (a,

b) and different target lengths

and angles (c, d). The number of

the primary proton event is 108
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318 spectroscopy (PAS) through an appropriate channel [32].

319 The solenoid magnetic field could capture more positive

320 and negative pions simultaneously and therefore could

321 achieve more decay positive and negative muons for other

322 applications.

3234 Conclusion

324A novel surface muon capture system using supercon-

325ducting solenoids was proposed at CSNS. The muon spin

326evolution in a transverse uniform magnetic field with

Fig. 6 Phase space distributions of proton beam at the exit of the solenoid with magnetic field B = 0 (a, b) and B = 5 T (c, d). The number of the

primary proton event is 106

Table 1 The emittances, C-S parameters and intensities of surface muons at the exit of the solenoid with B = 0 and B = 5 T. The number of the

primary proton event is 109

Fraction /%�% �x=pðmmmradÞ ax bx �y=pðmmmradÞ ay by Intensity=� 107 s�1

0 5 T 0 5 T 0 5 T 0 5 T 0 5 T 0 5 T 0 5 T

10 � 10 172.9 69.6 �1.24 0 0.91 0.11 209.6 109.9 �2.21 0 1.28 0.09 1.34 5.42

30 � 30 318.3 119.5 �1.24 0 2.49 0.12 462.5 190.0 �2.27 0 1.99 0.07 3.94 16.1

50 � 50 470.6 184.9 �2.05 0 1.32 0.20 708.5 249.6 �7.67 0 5.00 0.16 6.31 27.3

90 � 90 899.7 298.7 �2.15 0 1.51 0.29 1308.4 397.9 �6.00 0 3.81 0.30 11.8 49.1

Fig. 7 Momentum distributions

of the secondary particles at the

solenoid captures system with

B = 0 (left) and B = 5 T (right).

The number of the primary

proton event is 108
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327 respect to the muon momentum was studied by the

328 G4beamline. When the muon precesses in the magnetic

329 field of (0, 1, 0) T, the muon spin direction could also be

330 changed. Our solenoid capture system can collect more

331 muons than the normal collection system through the effect

332 of the magnetic field, and the spin polarization is also

333 studied since it is very important for lSR measurements.

334 The spin polarization and production rate of surface muons

335 collected by the solenoid were given with different sole-

336 noid magnetic fields, h angles and target lengths. The

337 simulated results showed that the spin polarization of these

338 surface muons was still high. To achieve higher-intensity

339 surface muons, the target length should better be larger

340 than 350 mm, the capture solenoid magnetic field should be

341 larger than 4 T, and the optimal h angle is larger than 20�.

342 The proton phase space, Courant–Snyder parameters of

343 surface muons and the other secondary particles’ momenta

344 were given at B ¼ 0 and 5 T, where the target length is 400

345 mm and h angle is chosen as 20�. The simulation results

346 showed that this capture system can focus the protons and

347 surface muons and can capture more positrons and positive

348 and negative pions at the exit of the solenoid.
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